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TAD Offers Exciting New Products to Outsourced Accounting Clients

At TAD, we listen to our clients. They like our outsourced accounting services, but they told us they
needed more than just accounting. So we created and now offer the following new products:

Tax Planning:

Let TAD custom design a tax planning and payment package for your company. We
provide a price quote and, when you accept it, stick with it. No surprises down the line.

CFO Services: Do you need a CFO?

Let our TAD team of experts become your CFO and save you
money at the same time. Our CPA’s have experience as CFO’s and controllers for large and small
companies. Our bookkeepers and operations managers have experience in a variety of industries.

Outsourced Account Management Systems (oSAMS):

Would your company benefit
from improved accounting services and reduced costs? With oSAMS you acquire an entire accounting
team and save money from the beginning.

Accounting Policies and Procedures: We talk to many business owners who do not know
what their accounting departments do every day. Companies lose money when owners are not sure
about the processes involved in invoicing and collections. Let TAD document your processes, help you
develop written policies and procedures, and train your staff to use them properly.
Financial Software Consultation and Conversion: TAD evaluates your current needs and
matches them with the software that is best for you. We review reporting and accounting requirements
and take into consideration ease of use and time for implementation. We can recommend add-in
products for your current software that make your daily tasks easier.
To learn more about our new services go to www.tadaccounting.com
Company Bio:
TAD is built on the belief that great ideas and entrepreneurial skills get a business started and good
financial management keeps the business going. We believe that our outsourced accounting services
help companies stay in business and make it possible for owners to focus on growing their business.
Drawing on 15 years experience, TAD designs and delivers state-of-the-art online accounting services to
businesses of all types and sizes. TAD was created through a merger between TADAccounting, a pioneer
in outsourced accounting services, and Outsourced Financials, LLC, a successful strategic tax
management firm.
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